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Quick update on course administration

I will post two recorded lectures per week on the course
website; there will also be a PDF version of the slides for each
lecture.
Due date for Homework #5 is extended to 30 March.
Homework #6 will be posted on Wed., 25 March, due on 1
April
Reading assignment is Chapter 2 in the Cramer book
Information about your individual course projects will be
posted this week as well.
Please let me know if you are having problems! Beyond email,
it seems easiest to use Skype (either one-on-one or in a group
setting,) but I’m open to all suggestions about how best to
communicate.



1901 (and earlier?) ball and stick models



1950s: wire models of proteins



“Quantum” model of a molecule

- separate nuclei and electrons

- polarisation, electron transfer and correlation

- can specify electronic state

-  can calculate formation energies 

- can do chemistry (bond breaking and making)

- variationally bound

- computationally expensive

-  typically ~10-100 atoms

-  dynamics ~1 ps
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“Molecular mechanics” model of a molecule

- no explicit electrons, net atomic charges

- no polarisation, electron transfer or correlation

- conformational energies for ground state

- no chemistry

- semi-empirical force fields

- not variationally bound

- solvent and counterion representations

- typically ~1000-100000 atoms

- dynamics up to ~100 ns
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Some assumptions made when using force fields

Born-Oppenheimer approximation
separate nuclear and electronic dynamics

Additivity
energies and forces are sums of independent terms

Transferability
atoms in similar but not identical environments make identical

energy contributions

Empirical
pre-choose functional forms; fit adjustable parameters to

match experiment or quantum chemistry results



What does a force field look like?
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Lennard-Jones interactions:

Lennard-Jones energy curve

eij



Defining atom “types”: carbon atoms in proteins

C sp2 C carbonyl group 

CA sp2 C pure aromatic (benzene)

CB sp2 aromatic C, 5&6 membered ring junction

CC sp2 aromatic C, 5 memb. ring HIS

CK sp2 C 5 memb.ring in purines

CM sp2 C  pyrimidines in pos. 5 & 6

CN sp2 C aromatic 5&6 memb.ring junct.(TRP)

CQ sp2 C in 5 mem.ring of purines between 2 N

CR sp2 arom as CQ but in HIS

CT sp3 aliphatic C

CV sp2 arom. 5 memb.ring w/1 N and 1 H (HIS)

CW sp2 arom. 5 memb.ring w/1 N-H and 1 H (HIS)

C* sp2 arom. 5 memb.ring w/1 subst. (TRP)

AMBER parm94 C atom types



Defining atom “types”: hydrogen atoms in proteins

AMBER parm94 H atom types

H H bonded to nitrogen atoms

HC H aliph. bond. to C without electrwd.group

H1 H aliph. bond. to C with 1 electrwd. group

H2 H aliph. bond. to C with 2 electrwd.groups

H3 H aliph. bond. to C with 3 eletrwd.groups

HA H arom. bond. to C without elctrwd. groups

H4 H arom. bond. to C with 1 electrwd. group

H5 H arom. bond. to C with 2 electrwd. groups

HO hydroxyl group

HS hydrogen bonded to sulphur

HW H in TIP3P water

HP H bonded to C next to positively charged gr 



Periodic boundary conditions



Periodic boundary conditions



Long- and short-range nonbonded terms:

Distance dependence

Electrostatic

Lennard-Jones



Basics of the Ewald approach to electrostatics



Example of explicit solvation setup


